
Revolutionary Company
Reviving Nikola Tesla Work to
Wirelessly Transport Energy
A company out of Texas is reviving some of the work of Tesla in
an attempt to transport energy over long distances without
using wires or cables and it works.
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Waking Times — A century after Nikola Tesla’s
famous Wardenclyffe tower was dismantled, the legacy of the
world’s greatest inventor lives on in the form of a new project
which aims to develop wireless power transmission and a host of
other communications and energy functions.

Strikingly similar to the Wardenclyffe tower, a new facility has
gone up along a major transit route in the town of Milford,
Texas. Built and operated by a company called Visiv
Technologies, the tower is designed for precisely the same
functions as the original Tesla tower, that is, for wireless
communications and the transmission of electricity through air
via low-frequency radio waves known as ‘surface waves.’

“We’re focusing early-on, on continuous signaling, things like
regional GPS, radio navigation and broadcast signaling,” said
Michael Taylor of Viziv Technologies. [Source]

According to the company’s website, their mission is very much a
continuation of Tesla’s mission of the early 20th century.

https://www.wakingtimes.com/2018/11/26/teslas-wireless-energy-technology-being-revived-in-texas/
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2015/09/14/7-suppressed-inventions-that-would-have-changed-the-world/
http://vizivtechnologies.com/
http://www.kxxv.com/story/39226772/strange-looking-tower-a-sign-of-texas-high-tech-future


Our mission is to bring surface wave technologies to market
in a safe, environmentally conscious and reliable manner,
improving living conditions across the globe.

Our surface wave technology can provide an alternative to
current long-range communications and signaling systems.

1.2 billion people – 17% of the global population – did not
have access to electricity in 2013. Future applications for
surface wave technologies in power delivery will improve
these conditions for millions. [Source]

Interestingly, Nikola Tesla had the foresight to understand that
the technologies he was imagining could have enormous
repercussions for world peace and military powers. Tesla even
believed that one of his ideas, a remote controlled flying drone,
would be a catalyst for world peace, because it offered such
frightening military potential that it would provoke all powers to
lay down their arms under the ‘unlimited destructiveness’ of
such an armament. This comment is revealed in his explanation
of patent #US000613809:

This is exceptionally relevant given that the leadership of Visiv is
packed with military big wigs and seasoned defense contractors,
with Michael W. Miller, Brigadier General (Retired), USAF as the
current CEO and president. This suggests that the tower seen in
Milford will serve as a testing facility, and that once certain
milestones are met, the technology will be ushered into the
destructive umbrella of the Department of Defense.

The following video by Truthstream Media gets into the details of
this new project, and the connections between Tesla’s death and
the militarization of science that took place during WWII, which

http://vizivtechnologies.com/about-us/
https://www.wakingtimes.com/2016/08/26/tesla-patented-first-drone-believed-bring-world-peace/


had people like Einstein working on creating the first generation
of weapons of mass destruction.
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